
Differences and Advantages of UNIK-UM Skill-Trainers 

Write-It-Right & Write-It-Left Skill-Trainers are not pen or pencil grips but unique devices for teaching children to 

write and for correcting the wrong writing technique of children and adults. 

Write-It-Right & Write-It-Left Skill-Trainers have no counterparts in the world. One finds ergonomic grips and 

writing utensils of different forms and sizes, yet these are not skill-trainers for teaching children to write or, all the 

less, for correcting the wrong writing technique. Such devices only make holding a pen or pencil more comfortable. 

For example: 

➢ It is more comfortable for a child to hold an ordinary three-sided pencil than a six-sided or round pencil (pen) 

➢ A pen with a shaped rubber grip is more comfortable than a pen with a slippery metal body 

Nevertheless, such a pen or pencil can be held with any slant, as a result of which most children continue to hold it 

incorrectly, gripping it tightly and bending their fingers. As a result, their hand gets tired quickly, their handwriting is 

poor, and they do not like writing. 

Only Write-It-Right & Write-It-Left Skill-Trainers help children to master the absolutely correct slant of the pencil or 

pen and the correct finger position during writing, as well as solving three problems: 

1. Clarity: the child learns to write clearly and beautifully 

2. Speed: the child learns to write quickly 

3. Fatigue: the child's hand does not tire when writing for a long time 

Specialists have tested all the so-called "counterparts" from Germany, France, and the USA. They concluded that no 

ergonomic grip or writing utensil can solve the aforementioned problems. Tests show: Only Write-It-Right & Write-

It-Left Skill-Trainers really help teachers and parents to teach children to write properly without feeling tired. 

For more information, see the article New Approach to Teaching Handwriting (306 Kb) and Expert Reviews 

The UNIK-UM skill-trainers are based on a unique and innovative idea; their production technology is complicated; 

and they are patented in Europe, Russia, and the Ukraine. 

It should be said that, if a child finds it uncomfortable to hold a Write-It-Right or Write-It-Left Skill-Trainer at first, 

this is usually due to problems with fine hand motor skills or writing habits experienced by this child. Thus the 

seeming comfort only exacerbates problems rather than solving them. 

Write-It-Right & Write-It-Left – let’s help our children to learn to write quickly and easily! 
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